
“We needed a holistic
solution to heighten CRM 
activities from a local to 
international focus.”

60+ Monthly Campaigns
Merkle delivered a best-in class CRM solution 
for a family entertainment company attracting 
30 million people across the globe.

CASE STUDY: Entertainment



CHALLENGE
To launch the expansion of its international CRM activities, the brand had to overcome 
many obstacles, including:

 • Database gaps and inefficiencies: existing database was outdated, inflexible, and 
updated monthly versus daily

 • Marketing campaign limitations: Existing campaign application was antiquated and 
required manual intervention resulting in low productivity, missed opportunities, 
and an inability to support new channels or innovation

 • Email management issues: existing email service lacked response data to 
accurately capture response attribution and audience counts

Simply put, these impediments were preventing this company from successfully 
launching an international CRM integration. As a result, Merkle was chosen as the partner 
to recommend and implement solutions to support its global CRM strategy.

THE SOLUTION 
Merkle initially implemented the Merkle Data Management Cloud (MDMC) – a five 
component CRM solution including marketing database, identity management, data 
management platform integration, insights platform, and data sourcing and 
enhancement. 

The MDMC was then coupled with Adobe Campaign to allow easy execution of 
sophisticated campaigns with a high level of automation, management, and monitoring 
across multiple channels. Adobe Campaign was deployed and integrated with an existing 
email service provider, perfectly satisfying substantial email response data requirements.

Lastly, Tableau Desktop and Tableau Server was integrated to support advanced 
campaign reporting and to provide crucial business intelligence to the team.

RESULTS 
This global family entertainment company now has a 360-degree view of their customers, 
with integrated sales, demographics, inquiry, promotion, and response data – all updated 
daily. Adobe Campaign provides a closed-loop solution supporting multi-channel, 
multi-touch, event trigger, reoccurring, and decision-tree campaigns. 

In a self-service environment, the CRM team currently executes over 60 campaigns 
monthly and is no longer hindered by manual intervention and workarounds.

Merkle’s partnership with Adobe creates the ideal solution for enterprise brands, combining the expertise 
of one of the world’s leading people-based performance marketing agencies with the industry’s 
highest-rated marketing cloud.

Want to learn more?  Visit merkleinc.com or contact us at marketing@merkleinc.com

SPECIALIZED  Adobe Analytics
SPECIALIZED  Adobe Campaign
SPECIALIZED  Adobe Experience Manager

5 component 
best-in-class 
CRM solution


